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Abstract: More extensive enterprise cooperation is an effective means to increase the competitiveness
of shipbuilding companies in the current distributed manufacturing environment. Most cross-
enterprise collaborative processes for shipbuilding projects have been widely concerned. However,
the symmetry and cooperativity among the order decision-making process is rarely involved. A key
issue for decision makers is to balance the interests of each symmetric participant and realize the
consistent decision-making for the order. Existing order decision-making methods in the shipbuilding
industry are low efficiency. The aim of this paper is to provide an assistant decision-making method to
support effective order decision-making and multi-party cooperation for the multi-wining negotiation
objectives. To solve this problem, a collaborative order decision-making framework based on decision
support system (DSS) and multi-agent system (MAS) theory is presented, simulating the collaborative
order decision-making process, and bridging the order decision-making with production scheduling.
Then, a multi-stage negotiation method is provided to solve the distributed and symmetric order
decision-making problem, and an illustrative example is conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness
and rationality of the methods. Finally, an application case using a prototype system will be reported
as a result.

Keywords: shipbuilding project; cooperative decision-making; symmetric order decision-making;
multi-agent; multi-issue negotiation

1. Introduction

ETO (Engineering-to-Order production mode) is the most remarkable feature in ship-
building industry [1]. Affected by the downturn in the international shipping market,
the global shipbuilding orders continue to decline, which is putting more pressure on the
shipbuilders [2,3]. In the meantime, the manufacturing environment is becoming much
more distributed with the rapid development of globalization [4]. In such a market environ-
ment, it is an inevitable choice for shipbuilding enterprises to increase the competitiveness
for order by more extensive cross-enterprise cooperation.

Most cross-enterprise collaborative processes for shipbuilding projects have been
widely concerned [5–11], and we have also studied the shipbuilding projects collaborative
planning and symmetric scheduling problem [12]. However, the symmetry and cooper-
ativity among the order decision-making process is rarely involved, which caught our
attention. In the distributed manufacturing environment, the order decision-making mode
has also undergone significant changes. The order decision-making process generally
involve multiple participants in complex shipbuilding projects, as shown in Figure 1. In the
order decision-making process, the shipowners submit shipbuilding orders to the gen-
eral contractor from time to time according to market demand, and submit sub-orders of
the key equipment/system/technology package to the strategic suppliers. The general
contractor and strategic suppliers need to decide whether to accept the orders and the
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specific order completion plan according to their own production and construction capacity.
In the decision-making process, there is no subordinate relationship between enterprises,
and the decision-making process is distributed and symmetrical. All these geographically
distributed cooperative enterprises have their own local goals and make corresponding dis-
tributed decisions around the decision-making issues in the process of project, which leads
to cross-organization order collaborative decision-making problem between the symmetric
participants in complex shipbuilding projects.
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Figure 1. Order decision-making process in complex shipbuilding project.

In the decision-making process, regarding the orders, the shipowner, general contrac-
tor and strategic suppliers make multi-party collaborative decisions around shipbuilding
orders to determine the order price, delivery date, quality requirements, key construction
nodes and other contents. All participants have their own decision objectives.

(1) The shipowner makes partial decisions such as order cost optimization and delivery
date optimization according to their own interests, and transmits the expected order price,
delivery date, quality requirements and other information to the cooperative production
enterprises to realize the manufacturing entrustment of the ship products.

(2) General contractor has the most core resources of shipbuilding. The decision-
making process needs to consider the overall revenue of orders, whether they can deliver
them on time, etc., and also consider the overall scheduling of global manufacturing
resources in the multi project parallel shipbuilding mode to determine whether to accept
the order and make the key nodes of each order project.

(3) Strategic suppliers provide key equipment/systems/units/technical packages for
ship manufacturing [6]. The completion and arrival time of these key equipment/systems/
units/technical packages directly affect the ship construction nodes. In the decision-making
process, the strategic suppliers also make local decisions based on their own interests.

The market competition environment determines that the owner, the general contrac-
tor and the strategic supplier must take the distributed independent decision-making mode.
Because the decision objectives are usually conflicting in the distributed and symmetrical
decision-making process, how to balance the interests of each decision-making body and
realize the consistent decision-making for the order is the key to the project control in
this stage.
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On the one hand, the market competition environment leads to the owner, the general
contractor and the strategic supplier must take the distributed independent decision-
making way, and keep their own private information about capacity and benefit. On the
other hand, one enterprise cannot complete all production tasks independently, thus must
disclose some information to coordinate with cooperative enterprises. In the process
of local decision-making, each subject is multi-objective (such as delivery date, price,
quality standard) to optimize decision-making. However, each participating subject has
the approximate optimal “public consultation area” for multiple issues, which provides
negotiation space for cross-organization collaborative decision-making. Because of the
mutual restriction between multiple issues, each participating subject needs to compromise
in the process of multi-issue and multi-objective negotiation. In the enterprise planning
cycle, the dynamic of candidate orders and the unknown of potential orders also challenge
the decision-making. Therefore, it is necessary to study the collaborative order decision-
making method of complex shipbuilding project under uncertain environment, so as to
obtain the multi-wining negotiation results.

However, most previous research on order decision-making problems is from the per-
spective of single decision-making subject [13–15], ignoring the cross-enterprise proactive
collaboration between multiple symmetric decision-making subjects. What is more, exist-
ing studies on the shipbuilding order decision-making problem shed little light on the rela-
tionship between order decision-making and production scheduling [9,10], which causes
extensive engineering changes due to the order decision-making process being out of
touch with production scheduling. These models are difficult to meet the order decision-
making requirements of complex shipbuilding projects. Many studies use symmetric
decision-making theory to deal with distributed and symmetrical problems, including the
decision-making model [16–20] and decision-making system modeling [21–26]. The pur-
pose of this paper is to provide effective order decision-making methods and an effective
decision support system (DSS) for project participants. Multi-agent system (MAS) theory
has been proven effective to deal with the distributed decision-making problem [27,28].
The agents following a certain protocol are used to represent logical or physical resources
in the decision-making process to achieve the decision-making objectives.

The aim of the research is to provide an assistant decision-making method to support ef-
fective order decision-making for the multi-winning negotiation objectives. A collaborative
order decision-making framework based on DSS and MAS theory is presented, simulat-
ing the collaborative decision-making process, and bridging the order decision-making with
the production scheduling. A multi-stage negotiation method is further provided to solve
the distributed and symmetric decision-making problem. From the academic perspective,
this research is further improved the collaborative and symmetric decision-making theory
in complex shipbuilding projects on the basis of previous studies [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related literature
on the order decision-making problem. Section 3 analyzes the characteristics of distributed
optimization and collaborative decision-making of complex shipbuilding project order
decision-making problem and proposes the problem solving strategy based on phased
negotiation. Section 4 gives a multi-agent based symmetric order decision-making system,
among which a relaxation based multi-stage negotiation method between the symmetric
participants are established. Section 5 provides an experiment and analysis of the proposed
approach. Finally, an application case using a prototype system will be reported as a result.

2. Literature Review

Research on shipbuilding order decision-making is rarely involved, generally con-
sidered that the decision objectives are usually conflicting and it is difficult to realize the
collaborative decision-making between the symmetric participants. Therefore, the necessity
of order collaborative decision-making is ignored. The research of general order decision-
making problem and order decision-making considering production scheduling will be
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reviewed firstly. Then, the research of symmetric decision-making is further summarized
to obtain the direction of this research.

2.1. General Order Decision-Making Problem

The earliest research on order decision-making can be traced back to the server
queuing problem for multiple customer categories studied by Miller et al., which can
maximize the expected value of the reward in an infinite planning period by studying
accepting or rejecting customers [29]. In the follow-up research, the research of order
decision-making is gradually extended to the field of acceptance and rejection of manufac-
turing orders, among which limited manufacturing resources is the most concerned study.
Matsui et al. [30,31] considered the resource constraints of the enterprise, assumed that the
order could be postponed indefinitely and the time of the order starting production obeyed
exponential distribution. They studied the relationship between the order revenue and
the processing time of the order, and made the order decision to maximize the revenue.
Slotnick et al. [32] studied the problem of selecting partial orders from the known batch
order tasks to obtain the maximum order revenue. Lewis et al. [33] studied the application
of dynamic programming method in order selection problem to obtain the maximum
order revenue.

In the actual order decision-making process, the delivery date of the order is also an
important factor. Baker et al. [34] considered the order decision problem with the minimum
delivery time and average lead time. Bertrand [35] studied the order decision problem
with strict due date constraint and minimum cost. Liao [36] and Balakrishan [37] studied
the order decision problem with revenue maximization under strict due date constraints.
Keskinocak et al. [38] studied and analyzed two models (the basic model of single customer
type and the enhanced model that needs to provide service or production immediately)
for coordinating scheduling and due date quotation, introduced the method of immediate
reference case, conducted in-depth analysis of the problem and provided a qualitative
explanation. Susan et al. [39] studied the decision-making problem of the delivery date
of an order with limited production capacity when customers get a discount due to late
delivery, but early delivery is neither punished nor rewarded. Zhang et al. [40] studied
the order decision-making problem of MTO (make to order) enterprises considering the
constraints of production capacity. Through an integer programming model, the order
selection, delivery time and production plan were integrated; the maximum profit was
taken as the objective to make the order decision. Charnsirosakskul et al. [41] studied
the order decision-making problem that manufacturers set prices to influence demand,
reject orders and set delivery dates for orders. The proposed decision-making model
integrates pricing and production decisions. Song et al. [42] set the overall profit of the
supply chain as the goal, considered the order decision-making problem under strict order
delivery time and capacity constraints, and established an integer programming model.

2.2. Order Decision-Making Considering Production Scheduling

With the deepening research, the order decision-making problem and production
scheduling problem are linked together. Ebben et al. [43] studied the problem of integrating
order decision-making and resource capacity loading when the order demand exceeds the
production load, and proposed complex methods considering technical constraints, such as
priority relationship, order release date and due date, to realize the optimization of equip-
ment performance. Yang et al. [13] studied the single machine job order scheduling problem
under the condition of fixed job delay cost and reduced processing time, and designed the
corresponding algorithm to maximize the final enterprise profit. Chen et al. [14] proposed
a hybrid evolutionary algorithm combining genetic algorithm and extreme optimization to
improve the scheduling quality and efficiency for the manufacturing production schedul-
ing decision-making problem (selecting orders for processing and determining the optimal
production order under multiple constraints). Xiao et al. [44] extended the single node
problem to a more complex multi node problem, and considered the situation of multiple
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production lines, established the corresponding order decision model, and designed the
simulated annealing algorithm based on multi-dimensional alternating optimization to
optimize the order selection and task scheduling problems at the same time. Zhu et al. [45]
studied the coordination decision problem of order and delivery time of multiple assembly
lines, established the cost model of order scheduling for electronic products, and proposed
the assembly simulation scheduling method under the condition of multiple assembly
lines, so that enterprises can obtain greater benefits and meet the delivery time require-
ments of important customers. Wang et al. [46] studied the order decision-making problem
with multiple processing nodes and considering the storage cost and delay cost of fin-
ished products in advance, established the order decision-making model with flexible due
date, and designed an improved particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve the order
scheduling problem. Su et al. [15] studied the multi-objective order decision-making and
scheduling problem, proposed a two-stage learning optimization system, and used genetic
programming to evolve a group of reusable scheduling rules to achieve the scheduling opti-
mization objectives. Fang [47] coordinated order selection and scheduling decision-making
from the perspective of supply chain management, and solved the integration problem
of order selection and scheduling through improved ant colony algorithm. Xie et al. [48]
considered the order acceptance and processing scheduling optimization decision problem
with different types of order processing switching time. Yan [49] studied the job shop
scheduling problem of order oriented mixed model production line. Aiming at the punc-
tuality of order due date and the simultaneity of parts completion, an improved social
particle swarm optimization algorithm based on the double-layer coding mode of process
and work piece was proposed. Shen et al. [50] studied the order scheduling problem of
multiple workshops with different demands, proposed a multi-level scheduling model
including four different workshop orders and production scheduling demands, and de-
signed an enhanced culture gene algorithm based on improved mutation operator to solve
the problem. Zhu et al. [51] studied the order decision-making and production scheduling
problem with limited production capacity and fixed delivery time under the background of
decentralized decision-making with incomplete information, and designed a multi round
price raising auction mechanism to maximize the global revenue.

Researchers have also conducted relevant research on order decision-making in more
complex uncertain environment. Hao et al. [52] proposed an uncertain order acceptance
method based on average reward reinforcement learning. In order to maximize the av-
erage expected revenue, a multi-level pricing mechanism is designed, and the different
combinations of order type, price and delivery time are taken as the criteria of system
state classification. Fan et al. [53] studied the order pricing and acceptance strategy of
MTO enterprises based on revenue management, and established a dynamic program-
ming model based on the principle of maximum expected profit. Pei [54] studied the
joint dynamic scheduling decision problem of flow shop production and maintenance
under uncertain orders, and designed a two-stage pre reaction hybrid robust scheduling
strategy. Wang et al. [55] studied the joint decision-making problem of order acceptance
and unrelated parallel machine scheduling. Considering the installation time of sequence
and machine dependence and the limitation of available machines, the list rejection method
and order rejection rule were proposed, and the coevolutionary genetic algorithm was
designed to achieve the optimization objective of minimizing the total cost.

By comprehensively analyzing of the above research, we can find that the existing
research is to connect the order to the enterprise production line table and make decisions
according to the enterprise’s own goals, while the collaborative decision-making of the
order only involves customers and production enterprises. The order negotiation process of
complex shipbuilding project involves shipowners, general contractors and strategic suppli-
ers, which needs multi-party collaborative decision-making. The existing research results
provide ideas in the decision-making objective model, but the decision-making methods
cannot meet the demand of order decision-making of complex shipbuilding project.
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2.3. Symmetric Decision-Making

It is important to find an appropriate decision-making method and tools to help
participants make better decisions for the distributed and symmetrical the shipbuilding
project order decision process. Symmetric decision-making theory has been widely studied,
among which the research of the decision-making model is the most mature. Du et al.
studied applying the robust optimization method to the P-center facility location problem
under uncertainty and using Gurobi to solve the equivalent robust model [16]. Liu et al.
established a security comparison protocol based on the additive secret sharing technol-
ogy through the cloud model to achieve efficient decision evaluation, which provided an
efficient privacy protection decision tree evaluation service for resource constrained cus-
tomers [17]. Zeng et al. developed a spherical fuzzy rough set model hybrid with TOPSIS
(technique for order preference by similarity to ideal solution) based comprehensive model
to help multi-attribute human opinions decision-making [18]. Kucharska considered the
dynamic appearance of customers to serve during the design or execution of the routes
and proposed a classification of the dynamic vehicle routing problem (DVRP) [19].

These studies are usually considering multiple standards or perspectives and build-
ing a multi-standard decision-making (MCDM) framework. The most popular methods
include PROMETHEE (preferred order structure assessment method), TOPSIS, AHP (an-
alytic hierarchy process), DEMATEL (decision-making and trial evaluation laboratory),
VIKOR (Višekriterijumsko kompromisno rangiranje), ANP (analytic network process),
ARAS (additive ratio assessment), WASPAS (weighted aggregated sum-product assess-
ment) and COPRAS (complex proportional assessment) [20].

Other researchers focus on modeling business process and decision-making process.
Jeong et al. provided an efficient—parallel processing framework with only a one-time
parallelized full scan for the collaborative filtering method, which adhere to the sequential
access patterns on Hadoop data nodes [21]. Kim et al. studied a load-balancing scheme for
processing large-scale jobs using mobile resources without a cloud server (adaptive mobile
resource offloading, AMRO), which is applied in a mobile cloud computing environment
based on collaborative architecture [22]. Machuca et al. developed a 3D mobile interaction
technique, allowing users to create a symmetric and collaborative ambience and collaborate
with other people [23]. Wu et al. provided a collaborative and synchronization computer
aided design (Co-CAD) method to achieve that all Co-CAD sites maintain symmetric and
consistent operating procedures [24]. Dursun et al. developed an integrated decision-
making framework for material selection procedure [25]. Yang et al. presented an agent-
based decision-making system, simulating the deep foundation pit evacuation under the
situation of the presence of collapse disaster [26].

2.4. Conclusions on the Reviewed Literature

The existing research on project order decision-making mainly focuses on local
decision-making methods, and only focuses on the cooperation mode of both parties
in terms of cooperation objects. There is no research on the related problems from the
perspective of symmetric decision-making. The cross-organization order collaborative
decision-making of complex shipbuilding project is a multi-agent, multi-issue and multi-
objective collaborative decision-making process for ship orders based on distributed local
decision-making of general contractor, ship owner and strategic supplier. The market
competition environment determines that the owner, the general contractor and the strate-
gic supplier must take the distributed independent decision-making mode. Because the
decision objectives are usually conflicting in the distributed and symmetrical decision-
making process, how to balance the interests of each decision-making body and realize
the consistent decision-making for the order is the key to the project control in this stage.
The existing research provides ideas for collaborative decision-making model. However,
considering the background, object, goal and complexity of the order decision-making prob-
lem, the multi-party collaborative decision-making method and negotiation mechanism
for complex shipbuilding project orders need to be further studied.
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In order to achieve the multi-win result of order decision-making, the following two
aspects of work needs to complete: (1) Deeply analyze the partial and coordination process
of shipbuilding order decision-making to find the relationship between local decision
making and global coordination. (2) Based on the existing research results, this paper seeks
for a suitable method to build a symmetric and coordinated order decision framework,
and designs a negotiation method to achieve the goal of multiple symmetric participants
collaborative decision.

3. The Collaborative and Symmetric Order Decision-Making Process in
Shipbuilding Projects
3.1. Order Collaborative Decision-Making Process
3.1.1. Order Oriented Enterprise Collaboration

Based on the characteristics of complex shipbuilding projects, the general contractor
needs to obtain orders through enterprise cooperation. By giving full play to the advan-
tages of enterprise cooperation, the rapid response to orders can be realized, and more
order carrying capacity can be obtained with a more reasonable manufacturing scheme.
Different order tasks lead to different roles of cooperative enterprises. Through enterprise
cooperation, we can realize the complementary advantages of resources, maximize the uti-
lization of resources, improve shipbuilding efficiency, reduce shipbuilding cost and realize
the rapid response to shipbuilding orders. The cooperative enterprise alliance is formed
according to the increase of order demand, and also disintegrates with the decrease of order
demand. The structure of enterprise cooperation changes dynamically with shipbuilding
orders and projects [6], as shown in Figure 2.
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3.1.2. Cooperative-Game Decision-Making Process

Shipowners generate shipbuilding demand from time to time according to market
demand, and submit shipbuilding orders to the general contractor. Meanwhile, they send
multiple sub-orders of key equipment/system/technology package to the intended strate-
gic suppliers. The general contractor and strategic supplier need to decide whether to
accept the order according to their own production capacity. If the order is accepted,
the supplier needs to produce or provide key equipment/system/technology to the gen-
eral contractor, who will complete the final product and deliver it to the ship owner.

According to the submission time of each candidate order k, the enterprise planning
cycle T is divided into N stages, that is, when each candidate order is submitted, a new
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stage is started, and then the order decision of one stage and the overall decision of multiple
stages in the whole planning cycle are concerned, respectively. The staged dynamic order
decision based on order submission time is shown in Figure 3.
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When the candidate order k is submitted to the enterprise, the enterprise needs to
decide whether to accept the order. Suppose that the start time of k phase is tk, according to
the availability of resources at this time xk (corresponding period [tk, T]) to decide whether
to accept the order. In this case, besides xk, the known information also includes the release
date rk, delivery date dk and time baseline dk of order k, also the maximum expected return
Pk and tardiness penalty function Rk = f (Pk, dk, dk, plan ).

Whether an enterprise accepts the order or not, it needs to consider its own resources
and the production plan of other projects, and allocate resources according to the project
income. According to the order demand, the general contractor needs to make a preliminary
project plan, determine the construction nodes of the project and the cooperation time
nodes of key equipment/tasks, as shown in Figure 4.
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Complex shipbuilding project resources include fixed resource R f and renewable
resource Rr. The feasible project scheme needs to meet the conditions that fixed resources
and renewable resources do not exceed the upper limit of available resources. All feasi-
ble schemes constitute the set of feasible schemes Ak = {a1

k , a2
k , . . . , aj

k, . . . , aJ
k } in phase

k. Among them, the scheme aj
k = (aj

kR f , aj
kRr , aj

kS ), aj
kR f indicates the resource allocation

scheme and key supply scheme corresponding to the scheme, aj
kRr represents the allo-

cation of renewable resources, aj
kS indicates the supply requirements of key equipment,

aj
kS = {dj

kS, pj
kS, qj

kS } represent the arrival time, purchase price and equipment quality
requirements of the required equipment, respectively.

The cooperative enterprises of complex shipbuilding project belong to the typical
cooperative game relationship. Participating enterprises need to cooperate with each other
to achieve the overall goal of the project; at the same time, the allocation process of task
and project income is also a game process between cooperative enterprises. The general
contractor cooperates with shipowners and strategic suppliers on the basis of distributed
local decision-making to determine the scheduling of key nodes and key manufacturing
resources. In this stage, shipowners, general contractors and strategic suppliers make col-
laborative decisions around shipbuilding orders to determine the order price, delivery date,
quality requirements and key construction nodes, as shown in Figure 5.
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In the process of order decision-making, participants have their own decision-making ob-
jectives.

(1) Ship owners make local decisions such as order cost optimization and delivery
date optimization according to their own interests, and transfer the expected order price,
delivery date, quality requirements and other information to the cooperative production
enterprises, so as to realize the manufacturing entrustment of ship products.

(2) General contractors have the most core resources of shipbuilding. The decision-
making process needs to consider the overall revenue of the order, whether it can be
delivered on time and other factors, as well as the overall scheduling of manufacturing
resources under the multi project parallel shipbuilding mode, so as to determine whether
to accept the order and make the key nodes of each order project.

(3) Strategic suppliers provide key equipment/systems/units/technology packages
for shipbuilding. The completion and arrival time of these key equipment/systems/units/
technology packages directly affects the shipbuilding nodes. In the decision-making
process, strategic suppliers should also make local decisions based on their own interests.

3.1.3. Decision Model and Notation (DMN) Based Decision-Making Process

The market competition environment determines that shipowners, general contrac-
tors and strategic suppliers must adopt the mode of distributed independent decision-
making, and because the decision-making objectives are usually conflicting with each
other, how to balance the interests of decision-makers and realize the consistent decision-
making for orders become the key to project regulation in this stage. By describing the
distributed decision-making process with decision model and notation (DMN), the whole
order decision-making process and bases can be understood more clearly. The DMN-based
decision-making process is shown in Figure 6.

Different from the traditional way of receiving orders for ship projects, obtaining or-
ders through collaborative decision-making needs to solve the problem of participants’
benefit distribution and ability cooperation, and the collaborative decision-making model
that makes participants satisfied is the key. At the same time, considering the success rate of
order negotiation and maximizing the interests of cooperative enterprises, it is necessary to
study the collaborative decision-making method for complex shipbuilding project orders,
so as to improve the ability of rapid response to orders.
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3.2. Symmetric Decision-Making Process

From the above order decision-making process, it can be seen that shipowners, gen-
eral contractors and strategic suppliers carry out distributed multi-objective scheduling
optimization around orders, and then make relevant multi-issue information public for
coordination. When there is a negotiation gap, each subject makes certain compromises
and concessions, adjusts the issue value and iterates until the negotiation succeeds or
fails. Complex shipbuilding project order decision-making is a multi-party collaborative
decision-making process based on distributed and symmetric local decision-making by the
general contractor, shipowners and strategic suppliers.

Different from the traditional order decision-making problem, the order collabora-
tive decision-making problem of complex shipbuilding project has the characteristics of
distributed decision-making, multi-agent collaboration (shipowner, general contractor,
strategic supplier), uncertain environment (dynamic change of order), multi-objective (lo-
cal multi-objective scheduling optimization), multi-issue (order price/delivery time/quality)
negotiation, etc. This is a multi-subject, multi-objective and multi-issue distributed order
collaborative decision-making problem in uncertain environment. When there is an ap-
proximately optimal “public negotiation domain” that can be accepted by each subject
for multiple issues with different goals, there is room for negotiation and the possibility
of reaching agreement in cross organizational collaborative decision-making. Due to the
mutual restriction between multiple issues, it is also necessary to compromise in the process
of multi-agent and multi-issue negotiation, so as to obtain a consensus result.

3.3. Problem Analysis and Solution Strategy
3.3.1. Collaborative Order Decision-Making Problem

The order decision-making problem of a complex shipbuilding project is a typi-
cal project scheduling problem with multi-subject cooperation and multi-issue linkage.
The goal of order collaborative decision-making is to achieve multi-subject multi-issue
negotiation under the constraint of public acceptable negotiation domain, and the results
are close to the optimization goal. However, the solutions obtained by multi-subject
independent optimization are difficult to intersect quickly, the main reasons are as follows:
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(1) In the distributed decision-making environment, multi-subject coordination decision-
making is difficult. It is necessary to transform “multi-subject multi-objective problem”
of decision-making agent into “multi-subject negotiation problem of multi-subject multi-
objective problem of single subject”, which focuses on the modeling of local decision-
making and distributed coordinated decision-making of single decision-making agent.

(2) In local decision-making environment, multi-objective decision-making is highly
coupled. It is necessary to decompose multiple objective functions to transform “sin-
gle subject multi-objective problem” into “multiple single objective problems multi-issue
adjustment problem”. The key point of this process is the adjustment of linkage multi-issue.

Through the decomposition and analysis of the problem, it is concluded that the key
to solve the problem is how to integrate the whole solving process and realize the organic
unity of local optimization and distributed coordination. In order to solve the original
problem (multi-subject multi-objective optimization problem), we need to focus on the
multi-subject distributed coordination decision-making method.

Due to the different types of enterprises participating in the order decision-making of
complex shipbuilding project, and the decision-making objectives are also different, the lo-
cal decision-making is faced with multi-objective optimization problems. Although the
Pareto solutions can be obtained by the approximate algorithm, the decision-makers inter-
act with each other on multiple issues. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain the multi-subject
simultaneous convergence of Pareto front. In order to solve this problem, we can transform
the multi-objective optimization problem into multiple single objective optimization and
coordination problems, and then seek the result of simultaneous and rapid convergence of
multiple issues by means of phased negotiation.

3.3.2. Salient Features of the Problem

In order collaborative decision-making process, in addition to the incomplete order
information, due to the characteristics of multi-subject distributed collaborative decision-
making and complex shipbuilding project order decision-making, there are more uncer-
tainties in problem solving, including the dynamics of candidate orders, the uncertainty of
potential orders and information unreliability caused by private information reservation.

(1) Dynamics of candidate orders

In the traditional static order decision-making problem, the decision maker is faced
with the “static candidate order pool”, that is, it needs to “select” some orders from the
candidate orders determined by some information for decision-making and production.
Enterprises are generally faced with the candidate orders put forward by different shipown-
ers from time to time, forming a “dynamic candidate order flow”. Due to the complexity of
products and the advance of decision-making, these candidate orders have information
integrity. Candidate orders from different shipowners are submitted one by one and irreg-
ularly. Enterprises make decisions on whether to accept these candidate orders and reply
to shipowners in time. These candidate orders form a “candidate order flow” with strong
dynamic characteristics. With the continuous dynamic submission of candidate orders,
there are candidate orders in the whole planning cycle. Enterprises need to make timely
decisions after receiving each candidate order to determine whether to accept the order or
not, and if so, all the project plans and arrangements.

(2) Uncertainty of potential orders

After accepting the current candidate order, the enterprise needs to arrange the pro-
duction of the products contained in the order and allocate the corresponding resources.
On the other hand, the production capacity of the enterprise is limited, so accepting new
orders will occupy a certain capacity, which will reduce the ability to accept new orders
in the future. No one can accurately predict whether there are candidate orders in the
future, let alone the delivery time and product information of these potential orders. How-
ever, if such potential orders are not considered in the decision-making process, it will
inevitably affect the resource allocation in the whole planning horizon, and ultimately re-
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duce the total revenue of long-term orders. Therefore, the trade-off between current orders,
production capacity and future potential orders poses a huge challenge for decision makers.

(3) Information unreliability caused by private information reservation

The market environment determines that it is impossible for shipowners, general con-
tractors and strategic suppliers to disclose all their own information in the process of
collaborative production, that is, to retain private information. Multi-subject enterprises
only disclose the expected price of the current round of negotiation, whether to accept
concession conditions and other information for the negotiation process, and do not dis-
close their own acceptable negotiation area, ideal price of the issue, expected revenue,
final revenue and capacity information. This reservation of private information further
increases the unreliability of information in order decision-making process.

To sum up, there are many uncertainties in the collaborative decision-making process
of complex shipbuilding project orders, which need to be reasonably solved in the process
of modeling and solving, so as to achieve the accuracy, effectiveness and feasibility of
decision-making.

3.3.3. The Strategies of Solving the Problem

Based on the above analysis, the problem-solving strategies are designed as follows:
(1) Firstly, shipowners, general contractors and strategic suppliers select a goal as the

local optimization decision-making goal according to their own preferences. Without con-
sidering other influences, the optimal value of each independent decision-making issue
and the acceptable negotiation domain are calculated.

(2) Then, the multi-issue optimal values and acceptance negotiation domains of the
three parties are summarized to judge whether the optimal values are consistent. If they are
consistent, there is no need to negotiate. These optimal values are the target results of order
collaborative decision-making. If not, the “public negotiation domain” of multi-subject
and multi-issue is calculated to further optimize in this space.

(3) Negotiation concession is carried out for the issues that cannot reach an agreement,
that is, each decision-maker carries out iterative negotiation and compromise within the
acceptable negotiation domain, until they find the acceptable results of the issues, so as
to realize the win–win collaborative decision-making of multi-subject negotiation. If they
cannot find, the negotiation will fail and the order will not be accepted.

In this paper, the multi-objective optimization problem is transformed into multiple
single objective optimization plus coordination problems. Firstly, the optimal value of each
subject’s independent decision-making issue is obtained by one objective. When there is a
gap, the objective is relaxed, and other objective optimization is carried out, and the issue
is compromised and adjusted. The time-consuming of repeatedly solving multi-objective
optimization problems and the problem of difficult intersection of multi-subject objective
fronts are avoided, it can obtain more multi-subject win–win results in an acceptable time,
and achieve the effect of rapid convergence of multiple issues at the same time.

In the whole solution process, there are the following key links:

• Shipowners, general contractors and strategic suppliers search for the optimization
results of concerned issues according to their own environment and make local opti-
mization decisions;

• We need to design a coordination mechanism that can effectively solve the multi-
subject multi-issue negotiation in stages;

• Different from the traditional “trade-off” concession, multi-subject needs to study
more appropriate concession strategies due to the linkage of issues;

• Because decision-makers focus on multiple issues that restrict each other, the strategy
of issue adjustment needs to consider the balance and priority of multiple issues;

• The dynamic of candidate orders, the unknown of potential orders and other uncertain
factors bring the complexity of decision-making solutions.
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4. Symmetric Collaborative Order Decision-Making System
4.1. The System Framework

In order to mobilize the collaborative initiative of order decision-makers of complex
shipbuilding project, the general contractor, shipowner and strategic supplier are regarded
as agents with independent beliefs and independent decision-making, and the order
collaborative decision-making problem of complex shipbuilding project is solved from
the perspective of multi-agent negotiation decision-making. The system is designed for
symmetric collaborative decision-making with three types of agents, namely general
contractor (GA), shipowner agent (SOA), subcontractor agent (SCA). The proposed system
framework is shown in Figure 7.
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4.2. Local Decision-Making of Each Agent

In the local decision-making process, the decision-making objective of SOA is to mini-
mize the order cost and the delivery date under the constraints of quality and deadline.
GA needs to consider all possible orders, make node plan for each project, calculate order
revenue based on project cost estimation and target profit rate, and consider the comple-
tion rate and overall quality target of the order. Based on the quality requirements of
equipment/system, SCA make corresponding production plans to achieve the goal of
maximizing revenue and balancing production load.

4.2.1. GA Decision-Making Model

For the general contractor, the order decision is also the planning and optimization of
its own manufacturing capacity. In the planning cycle T of an enterprise, the decision of
every stage k needs to be an optimization decision, so as to achieve the goal of optimization
in the whole decision-making process. This is a typical stochastic dynamic programming
problem. The capability state of the enterprise at the beginning of phase k is xk. ϕ is seted
as state transition function, calculate the state of k + 1 phase:

xk+1 = ϕ (xk − aj
k ) (1)
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The decision goal of stage K is to maximize the revenue after accepting order K.
The revenue includes the revenue generated by completing order k and the impact on
subsequent orders after accepting order K.

fk(xk) =

{
maxAk {gk (aj

k ) + E[ fk+1(xk+1)]}, k 6= n
maxAk gk (aj

k ), k = n
(2)

In the formula, gk (aj
k ) denotes the revenue of project plan aj

k. If not accepting the

order, let j = 0, then gk = 0, there is no income; otherwise, gk = Pk − Rj
k − Cj

k − pj
kS,

where Pk is the maximum order revenue, Rj
k is delay penalty, Cj

k is delay penalty, pj
kS is the

purchase price of key equipment; and E[ fk+1(xk+1)] is the expected revenue of the order k
decision to the subsequent order.

In the whole planning cycle of an enterprise, order decision-making needs to select
some of the n orders in the dynamic candidate order flow to accept and execute, so as
to achieve the goal of maximum actual revenue. At the beginning of stage k, when the
candidate order k is proposed, the decision maker needs to decide whether to accept the
order and how to allocate resources if the order is accepted. Maximize global order revenue:

max{gn (aj
n ) +∑n−1

k=1
{gk (aj

k ) + E[ fk+1 (xk+1 )}} (3)

In order oriented local decision-making process, the general contractor needs to con-
sider the three optimization objectives of order revenue, completion rate and quality,
and carry out project scheduling according to its own resources and the supply situation of
strategic suppliers to solve the multi-objective optimization problem. Based on the problem-
solving strategy in the previous section, the order oriented local decision-making problem
of the general contractor needs to transform the multi-objective scheduling optimization
problem into three single objective scheduling optimization problems, coordinate the three
single objective scheduling problems, and establish the corresponding objective optimiza-
tion model and coordination model. The objective models of the three single objective
scheduling optimization problems are order revenue optimization model, completion rate
optimization model and quality optimization model:

1© The order revenue optimization model of the general contractor is as follows

ZP1 = max{gn (aj
n ) +∑n−1

k=1
{gk (aj

k ) + E[ fk+1 (xk+1 )}} (4)

The constraints are:
aj

k = (aj
kR f , aj

kRr , aj
kS ) ∈ Ak (5)

gk (aj
k ) =

{
0, i f j = 0

p ∗ (Rj
k + Cj

k + pj
kS ) , else

(6)

Rj
k = f (Pk, dk, dk, aj

k ) (7)

Cj
k = C f

k + Cr
k (8)

C f
k = c f ∗ dk (9)

Cr
k = ∑ f tk

t=stk
ρr

t ∗ cr
t (10)

Among them, the objective function (4) indicates that the total revenue of all stages
in the enterprise planning cycle is the largest, gk (aj

k ) is a decision made for the order k
in k phase, and E[ fk+1(xk+1)]} is the effect of order k on subsequent orders. Formula (5)
is the corresponding order decision scheme. Formula (6) is the revenue of order k, p is
the target profit rate, that is, the counter quotation of the general contractor for the order
is calculated based on the total project cost and target profit. Formula (7) is the penalty
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for late delivery. Formula (8) is the cost of using resources. Formula (9) is the calculation
method of fixed resource cost, c f is the unit price of fixed resources. dk is the time spent on
resources; Formula (10) is the renewable resource cost calculation method. ρr

t is the number
of resources used for time; rr

t is the unit price.
2© Optimization model of project completion rate for general contractor:

ZP2 = max∑Z

i=1

(
lend
i − li

)
/z (11)

where z is the number of orders accepted based on local decision, lend
i is the period cor-

responding to the order i accepted, li is the shortest working period without considering
resource constraints.

3© Order quality optimization model of general contractor:

ZP3 = max∑Z

i=1∑
I

j=1
qij ∗ wij/z (12)

where z the quantity of orders accepted is based on local decision, qij is the quality re-
quirement of key equipment j corresponding to order i; wij is the mass proportion of key
equipment j corresponding to order i.

For the general contractor, it is difficult to have a unique solution to deal with the
local multi-objective optimization problem. By solving the above model, we can get the
negotiation domain accepted by the general contractor: negotiation domain of delivery date
[DZP], price negotiation domain [PZP] and quality negotiation domain [QZP]. When the
order-oriented revenue is optimal, the preference oriented optimal multi-issue negotiation
result can be obtained. Delivery date D∗ZP1, price P∗ZP1, quality Q∗ZP1; similarly, when the
completion rate is optimal and the quality is optimal, the corresponding negotiation results
can be obtained: delivery date D∗ZP2/D∗ZP3, price P∗ZP2/ P∗ZP3, and quality Q∗ZP2/Q∗ZP3.
For any issue ϕ ∈ {D, P, Q},

ϕ∗ZP1 ∩ ϕ∗ZP2 ∩ ϕ∗ZP3 = ∅ (13)

It shows that there is no solution for the optimization result of preference-oriented
issues, and it is necessary to negotiate and adjust the issues, so that the overall optimization
effect of multiple issues is relatively good.

4.2.2. SOA Decision-Making Model

The local decision-making of shipowners for orders is more from the perspective of
self-interest maximization, that is, smaller order cost and shorter delivery date. Similarly,
the shipowner multi-objective optimization problem needs to be transformed into two
single objective optimization problems, and the two single objective optimization problems
need to be coordinated. The objective models of the two single objective optimization
problems are: order price optimization model and delivery date optimization model.

1© Order cost optimization model:

ZC1 = min{Pk +∑d
pks − f (dk, f tk)} (14)

The constraints are:
stk ≥ rk (15)

f tk ≤ dk (16)

qkj ≥ qkj (17)

2© Delivery date optimization model:

ZC2 = min f tk (18)
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Among them, (14) represents the minimum objective function of the order cost of the
shipowner, that is, the final order cost based on the negotiated contract price, delivery date
and the price of directly purchased equipment, taking into account the delay penalty.
Formula (15) shows that the order start time meets the release time constraint. Formula (16)
indicates that the order completion time meets the delivery date constraint. Formula (17)
indicates that all equipment in the order must meet the quality requirements. Formula (18)
represents the objective function of the shortest delivery date of the order.

4.2.3. SCA Decision-Making Model

The local decision-making of strategic suppliers for orders is also considered from
the maximization of their own interests, with profit maximization and production load
balancing as the negotiation objectives. The objective models of two single objective
optimization problems for strategic suppliers are profit maximization optimization model
and production load balancing optimization model.

1© Optimization model for profit maximization of strategic suppliers:

ZS1 = max{ps ∗∑t∈It
rt (qkj ) ∗ cr } (19)

The constraints are:
sks ≥ rk (20)

fks ≤ dk − aatks (21)

∑t∈It
rt (qkj ) ≤ ρt (22)

2© The optimization model of production load balance for strategic suppliers:

ZS2 = min∑t∈It
{ (ρt −∑t∈It

rt )/ρt }2 (23)

The objective function (19) shows that the profit of production equipment is the largest.
Formula (20) shows that the order release time constraint is satisfied. Formula (21) shows
that the equipment delivery time constraint is met, aatks is the time requirement for the
equipment to arrive in advance. Formula (22) shows that resource capacity constraints are
met; rt (qkj ) indicates the unit resources to be consumed according to the quality standard
qkj. The objective function (23) represents the objective equilibrium of production load.

Similar to the multi-issue acceptance negotiation domain of the general contractor,
there is also a corresponding multi-issue negotiation domain between the shipowner and
the strategic supplier: negotiation domain of delivery date [DZC]/[DZS], price negotiation
domain [PZC]/[PZS] and quality negotiation domain [QZC]/[QZS]. Obviously, for any
issue ϕ ∈ {D, P, Q},

ϕZP ∩ ϕZC ∩ ϕZS 6= ∅ (24)

Then, there is the possibility of negotiation between multi-agent, and the differences
between them can be solved through multi-agent negotiation.

4.3. Relaxed Optimization-Based Phased Negotiation Method

By solving the local decision model proposed in Section 4.2, the acceptable negotiation
domain of each agent can be obtained, that is, the optimal result of each agent’s independent
decision. On this basis, in order to achieve the goal of consensus negotiation in the
Multi-Agent Coordination Decision Model, a multi-agent multi-issue phased negotiation
mechanism based on Optimization relaxation is proposed. The negotiation process includes
the following steps:

Step 1. Each Agent takes a single objective as the optimization objective to calculate
its multi-issue optimal value and acceptable negotiation domain.

Step 2. Under the premise that the coordination agent judges that it is necessary
(their optimal values are inconsistent) and possible (the public negotiation domain is not
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empty), the optimization relaxation is carried out. That is to say, the coordination agent
puts forward concession suggestions according to the issue gap between each subject and
concession strategy, and then each subject relaxes the optimization objectives and adjusts
multiple issues.

When the result of each agent’s local decision satisfies the Formula (24), that is, multi-
ple agents have a common negotiation domain, the negotiation is carried out according to
the following coordination decision model.

Define Dc
ZP,Pc

ZP, Qc
ZP as the expected delivery date, order price and equipment qual-

ity requirements of GA; Dc
ZC, Pc

ZC, Qc
ZC are the expected delivery date, order price and

equipment quality requirements of SOA; Dc
ZS, Pc

ZS, Qc
ZS are the expected delivery date, or-

der price and equipment quality of SCA. Because there is a public negotiation domain, it is
possible to reach an agreement. A multi-agent coordination decision model is established:

∆D = Dc
θ1 − Dc

θ2 = 0, θ1&θ2 ∈ {ZP, ZC, ZS}, θ1 6= θ2 (25)

∆P = Pc
θ1 − Pc

θ2 = 0, θ1&θ2 ∈ {ZP, ZC, ZS}, θ1 6= θ2 (26)

∆Q = Qc
θ1 −Qc

θ2 = 0, θ1&θ2 ∈ {ZP, ZC, ZS}, θ1 6= θ2 (27)

s.t.
ϕc

θ ∈ [ϕθ ], ∀ϕ ∈ {D, P, Q}, ∀θ ∈ {ZP, ZC, ZS} (28)

Target (25) means that any two parties agree on the delivery date, (26) indicates that
any two parties have reached an agreement on the price issue, (27) indicates that any two
parties reach an agreement on quality issues and the constraint condition (28) is that the
negotiation results are within the acceptable negotiation domain of each decision-maker.

Step 3. Iterative negotiation, until each agent reaches an agreement on the negotiation
result of multiple issues, the negotiation is successful and the decision result is output.
Otherwise, the negotiation fails and the order is not accepted.

In the process of multi-agent multi-issue phased negotiation, the two key links are how
to make concessions in the case of inconsistent issues, and how to adjust the constrained
multi-issues within the decision-making body. It is necessary to study the corresponding
concession strategy and issue adjustment strategy.

4.3.1. Joint Concession Strategy Based on Majority

Concession in the process of negotiation refers to that the agent actively sacrifices the
interests of some issues or reduces expectations in the process of proposal and counter
proposal, to bring two or more parties to an agreement. The design of concession strategy
is an important part of agent negotiation. In order to shorten the negotiation gap and
complete the negotiation as much as possible, concession strategies are designed according
to the negotiation gap between decision-makers.

The order decision-making of complex shipbuilding project has the characteristics
of multi-agent distributed cooperation, so the traditional forward and backward conces-
sion method cannot be used directly to design compromise strategy. The cooperative
relationship of participants includes competition and cooperation. Table 1 describes four
kinds of cooperation/competition relations of multi-agent cooperation in the collaborative
decision-making process of complex shipbuilding project order. In the figure, “+” indicates
that there is a cooperative relationship between the two, and “-” indicates that there is a
competitive relationship.

Among them: (1) Indicate that they all cooperate with each other and have the
same expectations for the issue, so there is no need for consultation. (4) Indicate that the
relationship between the three parties is competitive, and the adjustment of the same issue
cannot satisfy the three parties, so there is no room for negotiation; (2) and (3) there are
differences between the majority and the minority, which can reduce the dimension of
collaborative relationship through competition and cooperation, providing the possibility
for negotiation. In an order collaborative decision-making problem of complex shipbuilding
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project, price issue and time issue belong to collaborative relationship (3), forming a
negotiation situation of “shipowner, general contractor + supplier”; Quality issues belong
to collaborative relationship (2), forming a negotiation situation of “Shipowner + general
contractor supplier”.

Table 1. Cooperative relationship between agents.

Relationship Agent 1–Agent 2 Agent 1–Agent 3 Agent 2–Agent 3

(1) + + +

(2) + + -

(3) + - -

(4) - - -

Aiming at the two kinds of collaborative relationship in order decision-making of
complex shipbuilding project, this paper puts forward the joint concession strategy of
the majority party, which takes “multi win” as the negotiation goal, that is, it cannot
increase the interests of a single party while damaging the interests of any party. Under the
guidance of this goal, the majority joint concession strategy is designed, which can be
divided into two kinds of different competition/cooperation relations: the partner’s joint
concession strategy in the same direction and the competitor’s joint concession strategy in
different directions.

For collaborative relationship (2), if the two parties with competitive relationship
make joint concessions, for example, the negotiation goal (equipment quality) is in the
middle range of the expected value of both parties, then the two competitive parties must
be close to the negotiation goal (the general contractor reduces the quality requirements
and the supplier improves the equipment quality), that is, to adjust the issue value in a
different direction.

For the cooperative relationship (3), the two cooperative subjects share the change of
benefits brought by concession. For example, if the negotiation target (order price) requires
the partner to make 20 concessions, both parties (general contractor and supplier) must
jointly undertake 20 price adjustments to reduce their own order revenue, that is, to adjust
the issue value in the same direction.

This kind of joint concession strategy can obtain more win-win negotiation results
in the process of iterative negotiation concession by the way that the majority bears more
concession costs.

4.3.2. Preference Oriented Issue Adjustment Strategy

In order to solve the adjustment problem of multiple constrained issues within
decision-makers, a preference oriented multi-issue adjustment strategy is designed. De-
cision makers’ response to issue Ti preference is ωi, the current issue value is di. The ne-
gotiation goal of this round of issues calculated by the joint concession strategy is d∗i ,
the decision-maker can according to preference, negotiation gap ∆di = d∗i − di and itera-
tion factor of issue adjustment ε calculate the adjustment step of the current round:

si = f (ωi, ∆di, ε) (29)

According to the operation mechanism of each agent in Section 4.1, calculate the
corresponding issue adjustment step si. Through the adjustment of multiple issues, the pre-
ferred issues in the iterative process of joint concession are adjusted less, and the multiple
issues gradually converge.

Utility function is mainly used to evaluate the quality of negotiation. For each nego-
tiation issue Ti, the decision-maker Ap/Ac/As gives the corresponding expected value
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vp
i /vc

i /vs
i , based on the concession principle, the negotiation target value vi should be in

the range of [vmin, vmax]:
vmin = min{vp

i , vc
i , vs

i } (30)

vmax = max{vp
i , vc

i , vs
i } (31)

In order to achieve consensus, the intermediate value vmid = (vp
i + vc

i + vs
i )/3 should

be the target value of negotiation, that is, for decision-makers, when the issue Ti value
is vmid, it means the value is moderate. However, the general decision-makers have a
preference for the negotiation issues. When the decision-maker has a preference for the
issue and the value is positive, it is considered that the value of Ti is greater than vmid,
that is, the larger the value, the better. On the contrary, it is better when it is less than vmid.
The negotiation process of preference-oriented issue adjustment strategy is as follows:

Input:
For issue Ti, the negotiation fields of each subject are [UZP ], [UZC ], [UZS ]; In the

t-round negotiation, the expected values are uZP(t)
i , uZC(t)

i , uZS(t)
i

1. Calculate common negotiation domain U =
[
UZP] ∩ [UZC] ∩ [UZS];

2. Calculate the median value of the issue umid(t)
i = (uZP(t)

i + uZC(t)
i + uZS(t)

i )/3;
3. IF U = ∅ or umid(t)

i ∩ U = ∅
4. Termination of negotiation;
5. End IF
6. j = 1, Set the termination condition of preference oriented issue adjustment Jend;
7. While umid(t)

i ∈ U and j ≤ Jend
8. calculate negotiation gap ∆uZP(t)

i , ∆uZS(t)
i ;

9. IF Ti is the price or delivery date
10. Partners made concessions ∆u(t+1)

i =
wZP

i +wZS
i

2 ∗ (∆uZP(t)
i + ∆uZS(t)

i );
11. Else IF Ti is uality issues

12.
Competitors made concessions

∆u(t+1)
i =

wZP
i +wZS

i
2 ∗ (

∣∣∣∆uZP(t)
i − ∆uZS(t)

i

∣∣∣ );
13. End IF
14. umid(t)

i = umid(t)
i + ∆u(t+1)

i ;
15. j = j + 1;
16. End While

Output: Step length ∆u(t+1)
i of concession of Ti in t + 1 iteration.

4.3.3. Expected Revenue Strategy of Maximum Potential Order

For the general contractor, the decision of order is also the planning and optimization
of its own manufacturing capacity. In the planning cycle T of an enterprise, the decision of
every stage k needs to be an optimization decision, so as to achieve the goal of optimization
in the whole decision-making process, this is a typical stochastic dynamic programming
problem. The capability state of the enterprise at the beginning of phase k is xk, and the state
transition function is set ϕ, calculate the state at the end of phase k is xk+1 = ϕ (xk − aj

k ),
the decision goal of stage k is to maximize the revenue after accepting order k, which in-
cludes the revenue generated by completing order k and the impact on subsequent orders
after accepting order k.

In stochastic dynamic programming, the following objectives are solved recursively:

fk(xk) =

{
maxAk {gk (aj

k ) + E[ fk+1(xk+1)]}, k 6= n
maxAk gk (aj

k ), k = n
(32)

Among them, gk (aj
k ) represents the revenue generated by the developed project

plan aj
k. If the order is not accepted, set j = 0, then gk = 0, no profit; otherwise,

gk = Pk − Rj
k − Cj

k − pj
kS, Where Pk is the maximum order revenue, Rj

k is the delay penalty,
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Cj
k is the resource cost, and pj

kS is the purchase price of key equipment; E[ fk+1(xk+1)] is the

influence of order k decision on subsequent orders. Comparing task completion scheme aj
k

and as
k, the selection of scheme A should meet the following principles aj

k:{
gk (aj

k ) + E [ fk+1 (xk − aj
k ) ] > gk

(
as

k
)
+ E

[
fk+1

(
xk − as

k
)]

, k 6= n
gk (aj

k ) > gk
(
as

k
)
, k = n

(33)

Although stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) can solve the order decision-making
problem in theory, it is difficult to get a satisfactory solution in acceptable time due to the
high complexity and uncertainty of the problem in practice.

Based on stochastic dynamic programming model, this paper proposes a heuristic
strategy: maximum potential order expected revenue strategy. If the probability of potential
orders at time t1 is greater than that at time t2, that is, Pr[t1] > Pr[t2] the current candidate
order k will be arranged after t2 as far as possible, and the resources after t1 will be
reserved for potential orders. Decision makers need to make a trade-off between the
current candidate orders and the future potential orders, and seek the result of greater
revenue under the condition of limited capacity through probability estimation.

5. Experiment and Results Analysis

The proposed approach is implemented in a simulated manufacturing system. Simula-
tions were performed on several Windows 10 operating systems with an Intel Core i7-6700
2.60 GHz processor and 8 GB of RAM to test the process of shipbuilding project order
collaborative decision making. Agent behaviors and protocols were coded and collectively
used to support the agent-based simulations.

In order to verify the solution effect of the proposed method, an illustrative example is
conducted combining with the actual order data including 12 groups of test cases as shown
in Table 2.

Table 2. Test example parameter setting and description.

Code Order Quantity Tardiness Limit Potential Order Probability

1 3 10% 0.25
2 3 10% 0.5
3 3 10% 0.75
4 3 20% 0.25
5 3 20% 0.5
6 3 20% 0.75
7 6 10% 0.25
8 6 10% 0.5
9 6 10% 0.75

10 6 20% 0.25
11 6 20% 0.5
12 6 20% 0.75

(1) Based on the enterprise research, combined with the actual influencing factors
and expert opinions of the order decision-making of high-end ship development project,
the preference weights of delivery date D, order price P and product quality Q are set.
The preference of general contractor is 0.3, 0.5 and 0.2, that of ship owner is 0.3, 0.4 and 0.3,
and that of strategic supplier is 0.2, 0.6 and 0.2.

(2) Considering the probability of potential orders, there will be orders with small
probability, and the probability is 0.25; there may be an order, the probability is 0.5, the prob-
ability will have an order, the probability is 0.75.

(3) Two cases of ship type products are set up, including three orders and six orders,
respectively, to verify the decision-making effect of the proposed method under different
order sizes.
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(4) Set the project delay limit of 10% and 20%, and verify the decision-making effect of
the proposed method under different levels of requirements.

Around the orders in 12 groups of cases, the acceptable negotiation domains of ship
delivery date, order price, product quality and other issues corresponding to shipowners,
general contractors and strategic suppliers are set. The integer programming is used to
optimize the optimization problem of each subject to obtain the results of local decision-
making. If the values of all topics are consistent and in their respective negotiation domain,
it is considered that the multi-agent win-win satisfactory solution is obtained. If not,
negotiation is carried out until two or three parties reach agreement.

In order to verify the optimization effect of the proposed multi-agent multi-issue
negotiation method on 12 groups of test experiments, it is compared with the other two
negotiation methods CPSC [56] (real-time decision-making for uncertain orders) and
CEN [57] (decision-making for urgent orders), and a group of verification results is selected
for detailed description, as shown in Table 3.

Compared with the verification results in Table 3, it can be found that the negotiation
results of the proposed method for three orders are in the acceptable negotiation domain,
which realizes the win–win negotiation results of multi-agent; however, the other two
negotiation methods adopt the method of two parties’ cooperation, which leads to the first
and second orders not reaching the synergy effect. For the third order, the three methods
all achieve the win–win result of multi-agent, but relatively speaking, the negotiation result
of this method in specific issues is closer to the optimal value of each agent’s local decision.
In view of this case, we can draw a conclusion: this method achieves the consensus of
three orders, and the negotiation result is closer to the optimal value of local decision-
making issues. It can be seen that the proposed method has better optimization effect for
the multi-agent distributed collaborative order collaborative decision-making problem,
and can better meet the needs of practical application.

For multi-agent collaborative decision-making, when multi-agent reaches a consensus
decision-making result in the face of multiple issues that is to achieve a win-win situation
among the three parties and obtain a satisfactory solution to the problem. Table 4 lists
all the experimental results, representing the satisfactory solutions of different methods
for all groups of test cases. In 10 groups of experiments, the method in this paper has
obtained satisfactory solutions in line with the tripartite win-win situation, while the
other two methods are five groups and seven groups, respectively. It can be seen that the
method proposed in this paper can obtain more satisfactory solutions for the multi-agent
distributed collaborative order decision-making problem, and can better meet the needs of
practical application.

The maximum gap between the process value of multi-agent negotiation and the
optimal value of local decision represents the convergence performance of negotiation
method. Taking an order negotiation process as an example, the convergence speed of
different methods is compared, as shown in Figure 8. The smaller the maximum gap
is, the closer the negotiation result is to the optimal value of local decision. From the
comparison of the convergence rate of the three methods, we can see that the method in
this paper achieves convergence effect after 90 iterations, and the maximum gap between
the final negotiation result and the optimal value of local decision is 42.3%. Compared with
the other two algorithms, it has better convergence rate and effect (56.5% and 61%). It shows
that the proposed negotiation method can take into account the convergence speed and the
goal of tripartite win–win.
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Table 3. Comparison of solution results.

Order Number Decision Makers Discussion Topics Negotiation Domain Independent Decision-Making
Coordination Results

CPSC CEN The Proposed Method

1

Ap
D [73, 112] 110 98

√
98

√
96

√

P [25, 30] 28 31
√

28
√

27
√

Q [0.2, 1] 0.8 0.6
√

0.6
√

0.7
√

Ac
D [67, 87] 90 98

√
98

√
96

√

P [21, 34] 25 31
√

27 × 27
√

Q [0.3, 1] 0.7 0.6
√

0.6
√

0.7
√

As
D [60, 130] 102 98

√
98

√
96

√

P [17, 35] 28 32 × 28
√

27
√

Q [0.1, 1] 0.5 0.6
√

0.6
√

0.7
√

2

Ap
D [72, 124] 98 101

√
95

√
92

√

P [24, 35] 31 26
√

30
√

28
√

Q [0.2, 1] 0.7 0.5
√

0.5
√

0.5
√

Ac
D [63, 116] 78 101

√
95

√
92

√

P [20, 30] 23 26
√

28 × 28
√

Q [0.1, 1] 0.6 0.5
√

0.5
√

0.5
√

As
D [76, 110] 97 108 × 95

√
92

√

P [24, 39] 30 26
√

30
√

28
√

Q [0.1, 1] 0.3 0.5
√

0.5
√

0.5
√

3

Ap
D [33, 75] 68 58

√
56

√
60

√

P [20, 32] 27 28
√

29
√

28
√

Q [0.1, 1] 0.7 0.4
√

0.4
√

0.4
√

Ac
D [25, 60] 54 58

√
56

√
60

√

P [21, 35] 25 28
√

29
√

28
√

Q [0.2, 1] 0.6 0.4
√

0.4
√

0.4
√

As
D [32, 57] 62 58

√
56

√
60

√

P [20, 35] 32 28
√

29
√

28
√

Q [0.1, 1] 0.3 0.4
√

0.4
√

0.4
√
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Table 4. Statistics of the win-win result of the test examples.

Code
CPSC CPSC The Proposed Method

Multi-Win Consensus Multi-Win Consensus Multi-Win Consensus

1 Yes 3 orders Yes 3 orders Yes 3 orders
2 Two benefits 1 order Two benefits 2 orders Yes 3 orders
3 Two benefits 1 order Two benefits 2 orders Yes 3 orders
4 Yes 3 orders Yes 3 orders Yes 3 orders
5 Two benefits 1 order Yes 3 orders Yes 3 orders
6 Two benefits 2 orders Two benefits 1 order Yes 3 orders
7 Yes 6 orders Yes 6 orders Yes 6 orders
8 Two benefits 3 orders Yes 6 orders Two benefits 4 orders
9 Two benefits 5 orders Two benefits 3 orders Yes 6 orders
10 Yes 6 orders Yes 6 orders Yes 6 orders
11 Yes 6 orders Yes 6 orders Two benefits 5 orders
12 Two benefits 4 orders Two benefits 4 orders Yes 6 orders
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6. An Application Case

The prototype complex shipbuilding project collaborative order decision system
(CSPCODS) is developed in the form of Java Web project using Java development lan-
guage. The development technology framework adopts the lightweight Spring framework,
which focuses on solving the complexity of enterprise application development. Screen-
shots of key functional interfaces in the prototype system are made, as shown in Figure 9.

Select five order data of the ship enterprise in a cycle. When the ship owner issues
the order, the corresponding product technical parameters, release date, expected delivery
date and other information are given. Based on the occupation of the dock, the key
nodes corresponding to the order can be determined. Simulate the order collaborative
decision-making process, invite the host supplier as a strategic supplier to participate in
the order decision-making, and the latest arrival time of the host is 30 days before docking.
Shipowners, shipyards and main engine suppliers negotiate on delivery date, order price,
main engine delivery date/price/quality and other issues, so as to realize collaborative
decision-making on orders. The proposed method is used to simulate the decision-making
of five orders. Through collaborative decision-making, the shipping enterprises accepted
four orders and made corresponding dock plans, as shown in Table 5.

For the demand of order decision-making of complex shipbuilding project, the system
can realize the collaborative decision-making of orders based on part of the cooperation
information of participating enterprises, and provide the project large node, order price,
delivery time and quality of key equipment/task/technology package according to the
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scheduling demand. It changes the situation that the previous bidding is time-consuming
and hard to meet the win–win demand, saves the negotiation cost, improves the efficiency
of order decision-making and shortens the decision-making cycle by more than 30%.
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Table 5. Large project nodes for order decision-making.

Project Start Sub-Production Dock Carrying Undocking Delivery

1 20 July 2018 5 November 2018 25 February 2019 20 June 2019 1 August 2019
2 10 March 2018 10 July 2018 5 November 2018 10 January 2019 10 March 2019
4 20 April 2018 1 June 2018 1 August 2018 3 November 2018 10 February 2019
5 10 August 2018 20 October 2018 11 January 2019 24 February 2019 30 March 2019

7. Conclusions

In this paper, an assistant decision-making method is provided to support effective
order collaborative decision-making for multi-wining negotiation results. The multi-agent
multi-objective decision-making problem of ship owner, general contractor and strate-
gic supplier is decomposed into multiple “single decision-making agent multi-objective
optimization problem” and “multi decision-making agent negotiation problem”. As a
matter of fact, in many similar large-scale projects, there is no connection between order
decision-making and production scheduling problems, which leads to inaccurate schedul-
ing schemes and more frequent changes. The research in this paper provides a reference:
the distributed and symmetric decision-making process can be effectively connected by
parameterizing the local optimization and the cross-organizational coordination process.

From the perspective of engineering applications, an agent-based order collaborative
decision-making framework was proposed, filling the research gap. The multi-agent win–
win of order collaborative decision-making is effectively realized by designing a stage
negotiation mechanism based on relaxation optimization, a joint concession strategy based
on majority and a preference-oriented issue adjustment strategy. Case verification results
show that the proposed negotiation method has a good optimization effect, 12 groups of
cases get 10 groups of consensus results, and has relatively fast order decision-making
speed. It changes the situation that the previous bidding is time-consuming and hard to
meet the win–win demand, saves the negotiation cost, improves the efficiency of order
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decision-making and shortens the decision-making cycle by more than 30%. From the
academic perspective, this research contributes to the order collaborative decision-making
problem solving for distributed large-scale complex engineering projects. Current and
future work can be dedicated to expanding the system by designing more negotiation
methods to deal with more possible engineering situations.
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